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How to use these notes
•
•
•
•

•
•

Too much detail?: Read the summary first, to get the essence of what this is all about - rather than getting lost in
the details in the body of these notes.
Research: The notes are not in a narrative style because it is not intended for the general public. This is for serious
researchers. There are standardized headings and dot-points which are a framework into which new details can
be placed.
Searching: You can search this PDF document using Control/F, and then relevant key word.
Our other docs: This is one of a series of research notes which are interconnected. These can be found in the Small
Print directory on the left of the homepage. The notes that are most relevant to Donald’s property in Hilton are:• C10 –‘ Setting the scene’: Essential reading.
• G55 – ‘Donald’s life around Adelaide from 1837 to 1842’
• E51 – ‘Donald’s half acre in Hindley Street, Adelaide’
Feedback: This is a draft. Your corrections and comments will be welcomed - via ‘Contact us’ on the homepage.
Authors: These notes were compiled by Don Gordon, in collaboration with Lorna McLean. Don and Lorna are
Donald’s and Christina’s GGG-grandchildren.
..ooOOoo..

Summary
Purpose and highlights
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Donald McLeans, his wife and 10 children migrated from Scotland on the Navarino to South Australia in December
1837.
These were the earliest times in the new colony - 17 months after the first settlers arrived, and 12 months after
Adelaide was decided as a town site. And no farming had commenced.
Before leaving Scotland, Donald had pre-paid £80 for 80 acres. On the month they arrived, Col Farm had completed
surveying 60,000 acres of farming land but it was not yet available. Donald had to wait six months before he could
select his farm.
The land he chose became known as Hilton, and is now the suburb of Marleston, next to the Adelaide CBD.
Donald harvested 20 acres of wheat – the first in the colony.
He built a house which was in ruins before 1918, but there is a sketch of it.
The family lived there for 4 years. During this time, the colony grew rapidly around them.
In 1842, they pioneered to the Strathalbyn district.
[research: Ask Mark Richardson: The whole history of Country section 50 – and subdivisions.]
..ooOOoo..
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Acquiring the land
Land Order
•

•

“Donald McLean had purchased Land Order No. 454 for £1,000 prior to leaving England,
which entitled him to one section of 80 acres on arrival” (BRB p6, 8 & 10). In fact, it was
£80 not £1000.
Wording: Land Order 454 states, “Donald MacLean of Glasgow hath paid for One
Section of Land, consisting of Eighty Acres, with a right of selection … Dated London, this
26th day of July 1837” (see appendix C).

Waiting – Dec 1837 to Aug 1838
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

December 1836: A year before the McLeans arrived, it was decided that Adelaide will be
the site of the town for the colony.
March 1837: Col Light completed surveying the town of Adelaide by laying out 1042 town
acres. Some of these town acres were selected by people who had pre-paid for county sections before migrating.
Donald missed out on this - see our E51 – ‘Donald's half acre in Hindley St’. Other town acres were auctioned.
26th July 1837: In London, Donald pre-purchased 80 acres – for £80 – Land Order 454. . [research: If this is Part 2,
what is included in Part 1?]
25th Aug 1837: The family sailed on the Navarino from Gravesend.
Disembarkation: The McLeans arrived on 6th December
Anticipation: As soon as they arrived in the colony, Donald and the children would have had a look around at
possible locations. The terrain was so different from what they were used to – the fertile strip along the shores of
Loch Eil, with areas of peet, and the heathery slopes. We can imagine them walking over potential farm land around
the outskirts of Adelaide. What would have they been looking for? Water access – maybe a soak, creek or pool.
Not too rocky or hilly. Some good trees, but not too difficult to clear for a section for cropping. What sort of soil?
Waiting: In those early days, they would not have thought that it would be many months before they could settle
on their farm.
Development by the end of 1837: Here is a description of Adelaide when Donald arrived. “As a permanent
possession of country land could not be granted until the surveys were made, owners of stock were allowed the free
use of the open country, and as the number gradually increased, a beginning was made in grazing and dairying,
though on a small scale. The experiments made by Mr Menge at Kangaroo Island, and on one of the Company’s
acres on North Terrace. This had proved that the land was suitable for cereals, so that, amid all the difficulties, a
cheerful conﬁdence in the future was maintained. The brave and cheerful spirit which dominated the pioneers, and
ultimately pulled them through, is admirably reflected in a letter sent to England by Mr Morphitt in December 1837,
which also shows the situation in its most favorable aspect. Mr Morphett said:—"It is not a twelvemonth since the
Governor proclaimed the province on the plains of Glenelg, and very little more than that time since the first body
of immigrants landed on the shores of Holdfast Bay - the forlorn hope, as it might be termed, of a large, wealthy
and intelligent community of Englishmen, who had ﬁxed upon the country as the scene of an experiment in
colonization. I recollect the disconcerted and dismal look with which most of the party regarded from the deck of
the ship the dried and deserted appearance of the plains, which to their English ideas, betoken little short of
barenness. ….. All this has given way to approval of the place, confidence in the capabilities of the soil, and fitness
of the climate, with the most perfect satisfaction at the steps we have taken, and a full confidence in the ultimate
beneﬁts that will be reaped by those who are pecuniary interested in our adventure." ….. There is no exaggeration
in any of these statements. The optimistic vein that pervades them is noteworthy, but it is evident that the vital
importance of developing production had not been fully appreciated” (Cyclopedia-of-South-Australia-p94 & 95).
Morphett penned these words in the month that Donald arrived on the Navarino. What were his thoughts with his
first sights from the deck of the ship? How much of this spirit of optimism did he gather in his first weeks? Did he
perceive himself as having a ‘pecuniary interest’ in this adventure? He was quick to appreciate the ‘vital importance
of developing production’, because he immediately saw the need, and for Allan to continue on the ‘Navarino’ to
get ‘agricultural implements’ and supplies so that he could plant a crop as soon as possible.
Supplies: Oldest son, Allan, continued on in the Navarino to Van Dieman’s Land, to get supplies for the farm. He
left on xxxx and returned on xxxx. He brought back a horse, bullock and seed etc. While they were waiting to
select the farm land “owners of stock were allowed the free use of the open country” (Cyclopedia, p94).
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Town acre: Just five weeks after he arrived in the colony, Donald purchased half of town acre 57 in Hindley Street
for £45. For a full description see our E51 – ‘Donald's half acre in Hindley St Adelaide - town acre 57’.
Surveying: There was no farming land ready when Donald arrived. Col Light had surveyed the town acres many
months before and so these were already available, but the surveying of 60,000 acres for the country sections had
just reached ‘completion’ on the very month the McLeans landed – but they were not released yet.
First meeting: The meeting to allocate the first tranche of country sections was held on 12th May 1838. But Donald
was not included in this. Mathews indicated that the surveying of some areas had not yet been finalized and there
were not enough sections available for everyone who had pre-purchased their Land Orders in England. Priority
depended on when a person had paid for their Land Order and these orders were numbered in sequence. The first
meeting was for those with the first 437 Land Orders (Mathews p11). Donald had to wait for the second tranche.
Second meeting: The meeting for the second tranche, called by the Colonial Commissioner, was held on 15th June.
“A land order entitled Mr McLean to select land, but as the surveying had not been
done it was necessary to wait until 6th June 1838, the date of the ﬁrst land meeting
in SA for selecting blocks around Adelaide. Thirty applicants attended, and Mr
Donald McLean selected Section No 50” (BRB p10) “Mr McLean had ﬁrst choice - No.
1. (section chosen No. 50) - (Note: this statement is incorrect as Mr McLean had the
12th choice)” (BRB p9) It should be noted that some of these details are not correct.
It was the second meeting (not the first). It was on 15th June (not 6th). We have not
yet confirmed that there were 30 people attending and that Donald had 12th choice.
If he had 12th choice, and if he had walked over some of the lots beforehand and
had an idea which country sections he wanted, we can imagine him hoping that
someone else didn’t get it before him.
• Land grant: “In pursuance of a Land Order …….number 454, do hereby Grant
unto Donald McLean of ……… all that land containing eighty acres numbered 50 in
the Provincial Survey marked with the letter B and delineated in the plan in the
margin hereof together with all timber, minerals and appurtenances to hold unto the
said Donald McLean” (see appendix D). There are handwritten notes near the top
of the Land Order, ”Selected Section No 50 District B on the 6th June 1838”. Strangely,
this Land Grant was not officially signed until 7th March 1839 – so there must have
been some interim documentation when the land was actually allocated nine months previously. And some of the
paperwork was not completed until almost 5 years later, when the Land Grant was noted as “Received in the Land
Office on 21st April 1843”.
Possession: “The survey of some of the Sections had not been completed at the
date of the meeting and the availability of Section 50 was announced as part of
a notice dated 1st August at the Land Office by the Colonial Commissioner” (p11).
Maybe, even though the land was not officially ‘ready for possession’ until
August, which was almost seven weeks almost two months after Donald made
his selection at the meeting in June, in practice, Donald might have started work
on his land as soon as he knew its location - even before possession was officially
announced.
Finalizing surveying: Although Donald would have been frustrated that he had
to wait so long for the first meeting, and then the second meeting, it was a
continuing issue for others over the months after Donald had secured his farm.
“In October 1838 ….. 21,000 acres of preliminary purchases remained
unsurveyed, and of course, the greater proportion of subsequent purchases were
entirely unprovided for” (Cyclodedia of South Australia p94). Fortunately, this
was a problem for Donald.
There would have been great excitement when the members of the family
finally set foot on their new property. They would have debated what parts
would be best for cropping and for building a house. They would have soon
started some clearing and other preparations for sewing their crop. Time was the essence as wheat seed needed
to be planted before it was too late for that season.
Comparison: Although Donald would have been frustrated that it took so long for him gain possession of his land
land and then to plant a crop – in fact, he was quicker than others (even though many had arrived in the colony
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long before him). So the ploughing, sewing and harvesting of his crop would have created great interest among
the impoverished colonialists.
•

Location
•
•
•
•

Donald’s country section was about 3.5 kms from his town half acre.
It was known as Hilton in Donald’s time and is now called Marleston.
The 80 acres was bounded by what is now known as Richmond Road, South Road, Broughton Avenue and in line
with Bruce Avenue.
“This site is now occupied by the manufacturer of agricultural implements, Horwood Bagshaw, of King Street, Mile
End” (BRB pR227). This must be questioned because King Street is more than a kilometre from country section 50.

The first wheat crop
•

See our G60 – ‘The first wheat grown in South Australia’.
..ooOOoo..

House
•

•

Few others
 Was Donald the first to build a house?
 “There were no houses in South Australia at the time and Governor Hindmarsh was living in a reed hut on
the banks of the River Torrens, Adelaide” (ref: Mortlock notes, BRB p10 & Northern Argus, 3rd August 1928,
p6). Hindmarsh wrote in May 1837: "I have but one end of my mud hut finished and all my family lay on
the floor of one room while two smaller ones serve for Mrs. H., myself and a female servant”. “The first
Government House, the ‘Government Hut’ was constructed of timber slabs, wattle and daub, a thatched
roof, calico ceiling, and external stone chimneys. It is believed to have been on a site between the present
railway station and the River Torrens. …. When Lieutenant Colonel George Gawler replaced Hindmarsh in
1838, he abandoned plans for a permanent house of timber and gave directions for the erection of a new
building of masonry. …. It was completed and occupied in May 1840, and was destroyed by fire in 1841.
Government House is thus probably the second oldest continuously occupied house in the State, after a
small cottage in Pennington Terrace, North Adelaide, which was first occupied in mid-1839” (ref:
http://governor.sa.gov.au/node/21)
 Donald Henry McLean said that “Old Mr McLean often paid informal calls upon His Excellency” (ref: The
Register, 26th May 1923, page 15). Governor Hindmarsh was recalled in July 1838 and Gawler came in Oct
1838 to May 1841.
Many others
 Despite the above indications that there were few structures, in fact there were many others at the time
Donald was building his house.
 “By the end of 1837 there were about 50 substantial buildings erected, and thrice that number of inferior
dwellings or huts” (Cylopedia p94).
 Accommodation was a priority when the location of the town was decided at the end of 1836 at a time
when there were about 500 people. There would have been structures soon after the first tranche of town
acres were allocated in March 1837 when there were many more people arriving all the time - about 3500
people were in the colony by the end of 1837.
 Herbert & Stark found that there were quite a number of Manning houses built in 1837. There were at
least two by April - town acre 9 in North Tce (CB Howard & Col Chapman) and North Tce on the site of the
present Railway Station (John Barton Hack). And several more later in 1837, including town acre 257 in
Franklin St (John Brown) and Strangeways Tce (Robert Gouger) – see Manning houses, below.
 So, there must have been quite a lot of houses (even if some were rudimentary) by mid-1838 when Donald
acquired his land - and by the time he had probably built it by mid-1839 – this is when it was said (see
above) that the Pennington cottage was first occupied.
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•

•

•

When?
 Maybe didn’t start building his house until late 1838 or early 1839 because: Probably, Donald’s initial priority was the preparations for sewing his wheat – clearing, ploughing,
seeding and fencing.
 Maybe they were able to continue to live wherever they had set themselves in their first six
months in the colony.
Where?
 They could have built the family home on the town acre in Hindley Street rather than on the farm at Hilton,
but it would have been most practical to live on the farm land they were working. The properties were
3.5 kms apart.
 We do not know exactly where, within the 80 acres, Donald built his house nor what areas they cleared
for their crops: In 1849, Donald was referred to as an "older colonist, Mr McLean, formerly of the Black Forest;
now residing at Strathalbyn.” (The South Australian, 24th July 1849, p2). Black Forest is
immediately south of county section 80 so, although it cannot be strictly said that Donald was
from Black Forest, it might indicate that his house was located near the south-east corner rather
than elsewhere on his 80 acres.
 There were remnants of the house in 1922, but we do not know where this was.
 It would be interesting to know how this would have related to the present-day structures.
Type
 In the six months of waiting for the selection of their farm land, Donald and his family would have
considered different methods of construction. They would have seen what was already being built by
others around Adelaide. They would have been influenced by whatever they found good or bad about the
temporary accommodation they were residing in while they were waiting. They would have been thinking
of the kind of constructions they were familiar with back in Scotland. Donald would have been wondering
if he could build a dwelling house like the one he had built in Duisky some years before. The availability of
various materials in the colony at the time would have reduced the building options.
 We have four pieces of information specifically about Donald’s house – (1) the sketch, (2) & (3) constructed
with pise or wattle & daub, and (4) the remains in 1922. Comments on each of these are as follows:(1) Sketch
• John Gladwell, of Gepp’s Cross, has the original of a sketch
of Donald’s house in Hilton. He has the original because
his mother, Dorothy Isabel Gladwell (nee Arthur), probably
inherited it from her mother, Alice Maude Arthur (nee
Nutt), granddaughter of Allan McLean. On 27th Feb 2019,
John wrote to the Barry Quemby, The secretary of the
Strathalbyn Museum and Heritage Centre: “An original
charcoal drawing of the original McLean house at Hilton
seems to have been in the possession of my grandmother’s
family (i.e. Alice Arthur (nee Nutt) married to Tom Arthur) for many years, and which was passed
to me when my mother Dorothy Isabel Gladwell (nee Arthur) died in 1980. That picture has been
preserved framed under glass for as long as I can remember from at least 1948 on the wall of the
lounge room in my parent’s house at Kilkenny in suburban Adelaide. The best provenance I can
construct for how the drawing came to me is as follows:-- Donald and Christina McLean had a family of five boys and five girls, the oldest of whom
was Allan
 When the McLeans moved to Strathalbyn, Allan met and married Catherine Dawson,
daughter of Colonel Dawson founder of Strathalbyn.
 As the oldest child it is likely that the charcoal drawing was passed to Allan when his
father died.
 Allan and Catherine McLean had a daughter named Mary Dawson McLean
 Mary Dawson McLean met and married John Nutt, son of Rowland Nutt who was part
of the Strathalbyn community and involved in various building ventures in the District,
including the construction of the Currency Creek Hotel.
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•

On the deaths of Allan and Catherine McLean the drawing appears to have been passed
on to Mary Dawson Nutt (nee Mclean)
 Rowland Nutt and his family decided to move from Strathalbyn to the Orroroo
District as pioneers of the district in the early 1870s, and he made a bold venture in
building the Yatina Hotel South of Black Rock in the belief that the new railway line
from Peterborough to Hawker would make a stop at Yatina. The railway line was
rerouted to stop at Black Rock and the Yatina Hotel stood in isolation. At some stage
Rowland’s son John became the licensee of the Yatina Hotel.
 John Nutt and Mary Dawson (nee McLean) Nutt had a large family of whom their
daughter Alice Maude (my grandmother) was the eldest. It seems likely that the
drawing was passed on to her when her parents died.
 Alice Nutt met Thomas Arthur of Orroroo and married him in 1902 (?). The Arthurs were
also a pioneering family in the foundation of Orroroo, being originally from Cornwall,
coming to Australia for the Gold rush in Victoria, and then buying land at Reedy Creek
near Tungkillo while John Arthur worked in the Copper Mine at Callington. They also
had a large family of whom Tom was one of the younger boys, and like the rest of his
siblings was born and raised at Reedy Creek before the family moved to Orroroo.
 Thomas Arthur (‘Tom’) was a farmer in Orroroo when he married Alice Nutt and they
had a family of four daughters (known through the District as ‘the Arthur girls’) of
whom my mother, Dorothy Isabel Arthur, was the second. Tom was later a butcher in
Orroroo, then licensee of the Imperial Hotel in Orroroo, before moving to Yunta to take
up the license on the Yunta Hotel.
 Dorothy (‘Dorrie’) and two of her sisters moved with her parents to Adelaide from the
Yunta Hotel in 1938 to run a guest house named “Waukaringa” on the Parade at
Norwood, and it was there that she met and later married my Father William Charles
Gladwell in 1940 in uniform prior to departure for the War in the Middle East. He was
an English migrant who came to SA alone as a fifteen year old in 1923 under the Barwell
Farm Apprenticeship Scheme.
 I was born in December 1941, and not long after my grandmother, Alice Arthur (nee
Nutt) died when I was eighteen months old. At her death the drawing appears to have
passed to my mother.
 When my mother died in 1980, the drawing was passed on to me.
 Yesterday I had a meeting with one of the curators of the pictorial collection at the State
Library to discuss the proposal to donate the charcoal drawing I have (which I suspect
is the only original) to the Library as an item of Significant Historical Interest, as a joint
donation between myself, as the present owner, and the Donald and Christina McLean
Heritage Association (see: https://www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com). From that
discussion it was confirmed that they only have a photograph, not the original. The
Library will examine the drawing to authenticate it as the original and will advise me of
what they find after careful examination of it. Fortunately it has been framed for as
long as I can remember it, and I suspect that my mother had it reframed before she died
as the glass in the frame is U-V protective, and has prevented any degradation of the
fragile charcoal used to create it.
 I would very much appreciate your help in solving this piece of the McLean House puzzle,
and particularly if your collection has another original of the drawing.”
There is a copy in the Mortlock Library which was contributed by Donald Henry in 1923. The library noted that
“Donald McLean's home, on Section 50 near Hilton. He cropped 20 acres with wheat in 1838 and was the very

first wheat grown in South Australia. Taken from a sketch in the Art Gallery of S.A. The sketch shows the front
and side view of a single storey cottage. It appears to have a flat roof” (SLSA B 9391). [research: Ask the Art
Gallery if they have a sketch.]
•

There is also a photo of the sketch in the research room at the Strathalbyn Museum. It was presented by members
of the John McLean family. The presenters were John's son, Edwin J. and two youngest daughters, the Misses
Elizabeth and Florence McLean and given to the late Town Clerk, Mr H. J. Stowe who was collecting memorabilia of
pioneer families of Strathalbyn.
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•

•

“AN INTERESTING PHOTOGRAPH – “Mr. S. Pink has shown us an old illustration, lent to him by Mr. G. Eastick, of a
cottage which was erected at Hilton by the late Mr. Donald McLean, and on the site of the building, it is claimed,
the first wheat grown in South Australia was reaped in 1838 by Mr. McLean. The original picture was donated to
the Public Library by one of Mr. Mc Lean's grandsons. Mr. Donald Mc Lean came from Argyllshire, Scotland, arriving
in South Australia in 1837 by the ship Navarino, with his wife, five sons, and five daughters. There were no houses
(sic) in South Australia then, and Governor Hindmarsh was living in a reed hut on the banks of the Torrens. Soon
after landing Mr. McLean sent one of his sons to Tasmania for bullocks, horses, drays, and seed wheat. Mr. McLean
brought with him a land order for 80 acres of land near Adelaide, but as the land had not been surveyed he had to
wait until June 6, 1838, when an 80-acre section was allotted to him near' Hilton. Twenty acres were soon under
wheat, the first crop of that cereal in the State, and a good harvest was reaped by hand. A number of old pioneers
have testified that this statement is correct. Mr. McLean died in his 85th year, and his two sons, Alan and John, who
did the first cropping, both lived to about 90 years” (Northern Argus, 3rd August 1928, p6) Note that the
photograph was not published with this newspaper article.
We accept the authenticity of the sketch, but there are questions about it: Who was the artist?
 When was it drawn?: While the McLeans were living there (1839 to 1840). Or many years later.
 Why was it drawn? The fact that it was drawn and then preserved by the family indicates that the building
was substantial and was significant to the family.
 How did Donald Henry McLean (the Rover) make a copy? Someone must have either photographed it, or
another artist made a replica.
 How many replicas are there – and what differences are there between them? How can we work out
which is the original?
 But why didn’t he leave the original with the library?
 How well is the original being cared for? John Gladwell advises that it has UV protective glass which will
ensure long life and minimal fading.
 What does the sketch reveal about the house: Quite large (more than a cottage), few windows, , vertical
poles with cladding between, two chimneys, flat roof
 What does the sketch reveal about the outside –yard for chooks, sheep, horses, bullocks and/or milk cow,
cellar, strong front fence, wood pile, track, large area cleared, large trees in the background.

(2) Pise
• Pise is rammed earth.
• Donald’s dwelling house was described as a pise construction in The Register, 12th June 1841, p4.
• [research: Images of pise structures and techniques used in Adelaide at that time]
(3) Wattle & daub
• Donald Henry McLean described Donald’s house as a mud-brick structure (Southern Argus, 27th June 1918, p3)
and/or wattle and daub home (The Register on 26th May 1923 p 15).
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•

Make your own comparisons between part of the sketch of the Hilton house and an example of a wattle & daub
structure.

Other methods
• There were other possible building methods which have not been mentioned in relation to Donald:• Pug & pole: These are pines rendered with clay. Apparently, this method was not used around Adelaide at this
time, but was common a few years later in the Flinders Ranges where Calitiis pines were native to that area.
• Lath and plaster:
• Brick and stone: In his Will, compiled in 1846, Donald referred to two brick cottages towards the back of his half
acre 57 in Hindley Street. So these must have been built sometime before 1846. Did Donald arrange for these to
be built – or someone else? Were there any points of comparison between the methods of construction of these
cottages and the Hilton house?
• Wooden: This includes constructions of local timbers as well as those which were imported such as Manning and
Thompson pre-fabs. See the discussion about Manning houses, below.
(4) Remains
• In 1918, Donald Henry McLean saw the remains of a mud-brick house (Southern Argus, 27th June 1918, p3)
• In 1922, Donald Henry McLean stated that “The remains of the homestead still stand near Hilton" (BRB p11).
• Unfortunately, we do not know how much of the remains were there in 1922. Nor do we know in which year the
last of it was finally removed. This is a pity because it would have given useful clues to the method of construction
and also show exactly where it had been located within the 80 acres.

Manning prefabs
•
•

•

We do not have any direct evidence that Donald’s house was a Manning, but we can speculate.
Why does it matter whether or not it was a Manning house? If it was a Manning house we would be able to
understand more fully what the family’s living circumstances were like because we can visit existing examples of
this kind of house (eg the Society of Friends at xxxx address)
What were they?
 “The Manning house is a type of the prefabricated (or ‘portable’, as it was then termed) wooden dwelling,
as manufactured for a period of some years during the 19 th Century by John (and later Henry) Manning, of
High Holburn, a London firm of carpenters and builders. The houses are generally simple cottages assembled
from a series of standardized primary elements – wall panels, doors, windows, posts, plates - designed firstly
for ease of transportation, and then for ease of erection as well as relocation….. Most of Manning’s products
were dwellings, ranging in extent from one to six rooms” (Herbert & Stark).
 “The First Prefab Homes: The first documented prefab house was the Manning Portable Cottage. It was
built in the 1830s by London carpenter H. Manning, whose son was immigrating to Australia. H. Manning
wanted his son to have a comfortable place to live in the new land, but didn't know what materials and
supplies his son would find there. So he constructed a house in pieces that could be stored in the hull of a
ship, and then unloaded and assembled once his son arrived Down Under. It worked so well that Manning
shipped dozens of the cottages there. A few still stand today” (‘Prefab: From Utilitarian Home To Design
Icon’, by Jim Zarroli - https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=94119708).
 The Manning houses came complete, with instructions. The kits included everything - joists, floors,
framework, wall panels, doors, glazed windows, locks, painted inside and out. The Quaker Meeting House
consisted of 69 packing case with wooden framework, a verandah, iron pillars and 3300 Welsh slates for
the roof.
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•

•

Apart from Manning, other firms such as Thompson, also supplied prefabs (but reputed to be not as good
as Manning) – so Donald might have acquired one of these other ones – we do not know.
There were more than 100 Mannings in the first few years of the colony but suddenly this ceased after 1840
because local brick and stone became more practical.

How?
 Kits might have been available for purchase within Adelaide. They were advertised in the newspapers of
the time.
 Donald might have brought a kit out with him on the ‘Navarino’. [research: Are there any indications of
this on the ship’s manifest?].
 More likely, it might have come out on a subsequent ship – in which case, Donald might have pre-arranged
this before leaving London. There are indications that some other settlers had made pre-arrangements
because the first Mannings were there as early as April 1837. But if Donald decided to do this after he
arrived, it would have taken well over six months for this to occur - for his request to reach London, make
the payment, kit to be manufactured and packaged and then shipped to Adelaide. If this was the case, he
probably erected an interim house on the 80 acres while all this was being arranged. Imagine the
excitement when it arrived.
Why Donald might have erected a Manning Refab: Motive: It was a good practical method in those circumstances. The Mannings were complete, with
everything, at a time when most materials were in short supply in Adelaide.
 Awareness: It was advertised in the South Australian Record, 3, p1 on 27th Nov 1837 (and at other times) –
this was just a few weeks before Donald arrived in the colony. Donald would have been aware of others
who were assembling Mannings. For example, around the corner from Donald’s town acre, a Manning
house was placed on lot 8 at the corner of Morphet Street and North Terrace. It is not known whether or
not there were any near Donald’s 80 acres. This kind of activity would have created much interest within
the small community. There would have been quite a lot of talk about the pros and cons of this option.
 Finances: The kits cost upwards from £15 and Donald had enough cash for this.
 Sketch: Is the sketch consistent with the idea? Compare the following images to decide. The most obvious
differences are the flat roof and wall paneling. Maybe the roof was tarpaulin sheeting rather than the roof
structure which would have come with the kit. And maybe the Manning upright frames were used but the
walls were pise or wattle & daub rather than the panels which would usually come with the kit. Also the
sketch house is on the ground whereas the others have a floor raised on stumps.

Why it might not be a Manning prefab
 Herbert: In 1979, Herbert went to great lengths to identify every Manning prefab in South Australia. “The
inventory is a preliminary listing of all Manning houses (and other structures) known or reputed to have
existed in South Australia or to have been ordered by English emigrants bound for South Australia. …. Our
records, all of them partial, indicate over 70 examples of Manning houses and other buildings once existing
in South Australia. We conservatively estimate the real total to have been at least 50% higher than this,
with many unrevealed Manning houses concealed within the anonymous term ‘wooden buildings’ of the
maps surveys and assessments” (Herbert & Stark). Donald is not listed but it is possible that he was one
about 40 which could not be specifically identified in that study. Neither is Donald listed in another list
which Herbert produced subsequently in 1984.
 Donald Henry McLean (the Rover): When interviewed by The Register on 26th May 1923 (p 15), Donald
Henry had “a reproduction of a painting of his grandfather’s wattle and daub home in Hilton in the forties”.
As the remains of the house were still standing in the 1920s, the Rover probably had seen the actual house,
so why wouldn’t he describe it as a Manning? Well, maybe the name Manning have long been forgotten in
general parlance after its flurry eight decades previously. But why didn’t he describe it as a wooden house
– unless it really was a wattle & daub. But then again, why call it a wattle and daub when the contemporary
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•

record had called it pise? Would the differences between the wooden Vs w&b Vs pise be obvious enough
for Donald Henry to bother to make the distinction? He might have been mistaken in how he viewed the
remains in 1922 because we don’t know what could be seen at that time – how much was still standing.
 Why wouldn’t the kit materials have been used on the roof and wall panels?
References
 Our appendices F &G.
 Gilbert Herbert & Paul Stark – “Manning Houses: Their Provenance and Extent in South Australia, A
Preliminary Inventory”, University of Melbourne, 1979 – Working Paper #4 and Supplementary Material accessible at the Stathalbyn museum (not yet)
 Gilbert Herbert (ref: Historic Environment -, Vol 4, No 1, 1984, pp 19-26) – access ????
 Miles Lewis compiled a power point presentation, ‘Prefabrication in Australasia’ – ABPL 90019 Australian
Building Analysis, University of Melbourne - accessible via google
..ooOOoo..

Year by year
1838 to 1842 - from time of purchase, to when the family moved to Strath
•
•
•
•

•

Clearing some of it, fencing etc
First wheat crop
House
Official return in 1841 (Register, 12th June 1841, p 4) (see appendix E)
 14 acres of wheat - sown in March, a very fair crop, slightly smutted
 4 acres of barley - sown in April, a very good crop.
 1 acre of oats - cut green for feed
 1 acre of potatoes - planted in April, proved a failure
 A well, forty feet deep, including six feet of water
 Enclosures – 20 acres – with posts, 2 rails and narrow paling
 Dwelling-house of pise
 Stockyard etc
[research: Get hold of official returns for all other years.]

1842 to 1855 –from when the family left, up to Donald’s death
•
•
•
•

We have no indication that any of the McLean boys continued to farm the property
So, who was working the farm after the family left?
Official returns in those years [research: Get hold of official returns for all other years.]
1846 – Donald compiled his Will in 1846. The Will specified that the executors were to take possession of section
50 (as well as allotment 9 of town acre 57) to be held in trust with all the interests accruing from all sources to be
paid to Christina during her widowhood and for the maintenance of Hugh the younger until he was 21 years (he
turned 21 years old 17 months after Donald died).
o Donald’s Will: To Christina – allotment 9 of 57 Hindley St & country land No 50 of provincial survey B
(Hilton) & all other freehold lands: “I give and devise to the said Edward Stirling, Donald Gollan, Adam
Abercrombie and Allan Mclean all that section of country land in the said province of South Australia No 50
in the provincial survey marked with the letter B and also the allotment N o 9 of the said half acre No 57 in
Hindley Street aforesaid and also all my freehold land in the Angas special survey and all other my freehold
lands in the said province with their rights members and appurtenances to hold the same unto the said
Edward Stirling, Donald Gollan, Adam Abercrombie and Allan McLean their heirs and assigns upon and for
the trusts and purposes herein after expressed that is to say upon trust to pay the interest dividends and
annual produce thereof to and to the use of my said wife so long as she shall remain my widow and in event
of her dying or marrying again before my said Hugh the younger shall attain the age of twenty one years
…….”
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1855 1869 – from when Christina inherited it, up to when she died
•

•
•
•
•
•

Will: Did the executors arrange for Christina to become the owner of
county section 50 – according to Donald’s Will. It appears that this
occurred as per the attached SAILIS document.
Women might have been legally barred from owning property at that
time.
Did Christina retain it for a while and then sell it before she died?
Did it remain as a one farm, or were there any subdivisions during this
period.
Official returns in those years [research: Get hold of official returns for all other years.]
Subsequent: How was the building site and other parts of the 80 acres divided and owned, over the years?

1869 to xxxxx
•
•

Did the Executors sell all the real estate – who bought it.

Xxxx to present days
•

•

•

•
•

Some time before 1918, Mr BA Marles purchased 38 acres (ie part of the 80 acres) for 12 pounds per acre. This
was long after Christina’s death so the property might have been sold to someone else in the interim. [research:
Check SAILIS for indications of when lot 50 was sold – and for what price. Also was it sold as a subdivision or as one
property?]
Suburb: The original 80 acres became known as Hilton in Donald’s time, then Galway Garden and then the suburb
of Marleston. It is bounded by what is now Richmond Road, South Road, Broughton Avenue and a projection of
Bruce Avenue.
Plaque: A small obelisk is located on Richmond Road in Marleston, near the intersection with South Street, on the
south-west corner, near the fence line. It was placed there in 1988 and the plaque is worded “Donald McLean grew
the first crop of wheat in SA near this spot in 1838”.
Other properties close by were purchased by members of the McLean clan (around Mile End). The family of Sinclair
McLean were at 53 Tarragon Street for several generations. And there are other McLeans living in the general area.
James Congdon Drive is close by – this commemorated the husband of Eva McLean who unveiled the plaque (above)
– she died at the age of 102 years as the oldest McLean we are aware of.

Present
•

•

Existing: Most of the land is currently suburban residences - about 300 lots. There are many commercial premises
along Richmond Rd in the north and South Rd on the eastern boundary. The other major feature is the 14 court
Peak Performance Tennis Centre - it is about 3 or 4 acres and is positioned near the centre of the original area.
Aboriginal college?
..ooOOoo..

References
XXXXXXXXX
..ooOOoo..
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Appendix A
Map by Andrew McLean
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Appendix B
Map by Andrew McLean
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Appendix C
Land Order

•

The wording land order was as follows: It was headed by a coat-of-arms, above “South Australia, Land Order Part
2, No. 454. In pursuance of the provisions of the Act 4 and 5 William 4 th c 95, intituled, as Act to empower His
Majesty to erect South Australia into a British Province or Provinces, and to provide for the Colonization and
Government thereof, Donald MacLean of Glasgow hath paid for One Section of Land, consisting of Eighty Acres,
with a right of selection as provided in the Regulations of the Board of Commissioners for Sales in England of Colonial
Lands. So soon as the said Land shall have been selected, you are to put him, his Agent, or Assigns, into possession
thereof, and to procure a Grant thereof, to be made to him, his Heirs and Assigns, subject to the Laws and
Regulations of the Colony. This Land Order is issued in Duplicate, and upon the presentation of either Copy, the
other order will become void. Dated London, this 26th day of July 1837, Robert Torrens, James Pennington
(Colonization Commissioners for South Australia), Rowland Hill, Secretary. Entered Wm Alfred??, To the Resident
of Public Lands of the Colony of South Australia” There are handwritten notes near the top ”Selected Section No 50
District B on the 6th June 1838 Vide Land Order Book Lell Laren??, 21st April 1843” and “Received in the Land Office
on 21st April 1843, Lell Laren??” [research: (1) Was this the English coat-of-arms? Or other?, (2) If this is Part 2,
what is included in Part 1?]
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Appendix D
Land Grant

The Land Grant was headed with the coat-of-arms . The text was:- “Province of South Australia,
Land Grant, under dales in England, Country Section. Know all men by these presents that I,
George Gawler esquire Commissioner of Public Lands resident in the said Province in pursuance
of a Land Order issued by the Colonization Commissioners for the said Province being number
454, do hereby Grant unto Donald McLean of ……… all that land containing eighty acres
numbered 50 in the Provincial Survey marked with the letter B and delineated in the plan in the
margin hereof together with all timber, minerals and appurtenances to hold unto the said Donald
McLean, his heirs and assigns for ever. In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal
of office this seventh day of March one thousand eight hundred and thirty nine. Signed sealed
and delivered George?? Gawler, Resident Commissioner, in the presence of George Hall pte secretary”. There was a diagram
on the left side of the grant form
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Appendix E
Official return

South Australian Register (Adelaide), Saturday 12 June 1841, p 4
OFFICIAL RETURNS OF THE COUNTRY SECTIONS CULTIVATED OR UPON WHICH LOCATIONS HAVE BEEN FORMED,
WITHIN THE PROVINCE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA – DISTRICT A, OR ADELAIDE DISTRICT

No. of section

50

Name of place or farm

Dunskey

Name of cultivator

Donald McLean

Extent of land in wheat

14

Extent of land in barley
Extent of land in oats
Extent of land in
potatoes
Supplied with water,
and how
Extent of land enclosed
and how
Remarks relative to
crops, buildings

4
1
1
A well, forty feet deep, including six feet of water
Twenty acres – with posts, two rails, and narrow paling.
Wheat sown in March, a very fair crop, slightly smutted. Barley sown in April, a very good
crop. Oats cut green for feed. Potatos planted in April, proved a failure. Dwelling-house of
pise, stockyard &c.
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Appendix F
Miles Lewis
Prefabrication in Australasia, ABPL 90019 Australian Building Analysis, Power-point, University of Melbourne

Directions for erecting my Wooden House. (Portable Panell'd made by Mr Manning of Holborn)
First look out the ground plates or cills and knock them together, take care to bring the corners together as they are marked
- next place the corner posts according to their respective marks into the bottom plates + put the nuts on screws from the
underside + screw them tightly up - next put in the middle posts those that are fastened with screws + screw them from the
underside very firmly; next knock the top plates together according as they are marked (these plates are grooved the bottom
are not) + lift them up bodily + place the same upon the top of posts already screwed in. Then screw the top plates down to
the posts but not close down at first until you get all the panelled framings + posts in all round not close down at first until
you get all the panelled framings + posts in all round which you must do by first placing in a framing then a post and the last
(when you come to close the last two) must be sprung in thus [sketch]. You must take care to place the doors and windows
in the places where you want them to be before you screw down the top plates firmly + put in the cross partitions - i.e. in a
similar way to the external enclosures. The cross plates are marked at each end which you must be particular in looking to.
Having got all properly down screw up all the nuts very firmly - next put in the Rafters + nail two or three braces across the
underside of the Rafters to keep them in their places - then nail on Board covering for the Roof - and last of all put down the
Floor Boards. The gable Enclosures are put in similarly to the panell'd framing. Note. the Bottom plates are painted Black.
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Appendix G
Manning houses in Adelaide
Gilbert Herbert (ref: Historic Environment -, Vol 4, No 1, 1984, pp 19-26) says that there were at least 70 Manning houses in
early Adelaide (the ones with *** are still standing):1.
Rev CB Howard (Colonial Chaplain)
2.
Bishop of Adelaide (this might have been Rev Howard)
3.
Quaker John Barton Hack – this was completed in April 1837 (8 months before Donald arrived – so he probably
saw it and this might have helped him to decide to do the same).
4.
***Quaker Meeting House in the shadows of St Peter’s Cathedral - 40a Pennington Terrace, North Adelaide.
5.
Robert Gouger (Colonial Secretary)
6.
TB Strangeways (Colonial Secretary – pro tem)
7.
George Kingston (Colonial Surveryor)
8.
Lieut Frome (Colonial Surveryor after Kingston)
9.
Capt Hindmarsh (Governor of SA)
10.
Capt Chesser (master of the ‘Coromandel’)
11.
Capt. Freeman (of the ‘Tam 0’Shanter’
12.
Capt. John Walker (RN)
13.
Judge Cooper (Chief Justice)
14.
Morphett brothers (men of affairs)
15.
***Henry Watson (Hack's brother-in-law) – This is now Walkley Cottage, which is now part of St Mark’s College
and is next to the Quaker Meeting House in Pennington Tce.
16.
Samuel Myles of Morphett Vale (landed gentry)
17.
Isaac Worthington of Encounter Bay (landed gentry),
18.
***Capt. Francis Davison of Mount Barker – This is now Blakiston, Mt Barker – built in 1848 - a two-storey
house with a stone base and an upper storey made from the panels of two Manning cottages.
19.
Capt. George Frederick Dashwood of Dashwood's Gully
20.
William Fairbank – North Terrace
21.
***On a farm just south of Greenock, possibly erected there in 1845 after transfer from Adelaide.
In 1979 Gilbert Herbert & Paul Stark compiled a more complete list of Manning Houses in South Australia. In
addition to those listed above, I have come across the following:22.
Major O’Halloran - No. 30 town acre North Terrace
23.
Ringmer Rd, Burnside (per Miles Lewis).
24.
***Penfolds Walton Vineyard on Gerald Roberts Road, Seppeltsfield.
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